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Three pulse photon echo studies of nondipolar solvation: Comparison
with a viscoelastic model

Delmar S. Larsen, Kaoru Ohta, and Graham R. Fleming
Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, California 94720-1460 and Physical
Biosciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720-1460

~Received 26 May 1999; accepted 23 August 1999!

Three pulse stimulated photon echo peak shift~3PEPS! measurements were used to probe the
solvation of a quadrupolar solute in three room temperature nondipolar solvents; benzene, CCl4 ,
and CS2, and the results were compared with those for two polar solvents, methanol and
acetonitrile, and one weakly polar solvent, toluene. Our data reveal three distinct solvent dynamical
time scales; a sub-100 fs ultrafast component attributed to inertial motions, a slow~;2–3 ps!
component attributed to structural relaxation, and an intermediate time scale~;600 fs! of uncertain
origin. The six solvents were chosen to reflect a range of possible interactions, but exhibit similar
dynamics, suggesting that similar mechanisms may be at work or that different mechanisms may
exist, but occur on similar time scales. A viscoelastic continuum solvation model proposed to
describe nonpolar solvation@J. Phys. Chem. A102, 17 ~1998!# was used for a preliminary analysis
of our data. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!50643-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The time scales and mechanisms of polar solvat
dynamics have been extensively studied both exp
mentally1–10 and theoretically.11–21The basic mechanisms a
work are broadly understood, and quantitative prediction
experimental data is possible when adequate dielectric
are available for a particular solvent.13,22–28The situation is
quite different for nonpolar solvation where, with the notab
exception of the work of Berg and co-workers,29–33 few ex-
perimental studies exist and the feedback between theory
experiment that has been so productive for polar solva
has not yet been achieved for nonpolar systems.

There are a number of reasons why nonpolar or m
generally nondipolar, solvation is of significance. Nonpo
systems refer to systems that interact via weak nonelec
static forces, e.g., dispersive and repulsive interactio
whereas nondipolar systems include higher electrostatic m
tipole ~e.g., quadrupole or octupole! moments in addition to
the nonpolar interactions. First, there is no obvious met
to extract the dynamical time scales in nondipolar liqu
from existing frequency domain data such as dielectric re
ation measurements. Second, the assumptions that gr
simplify the understanding of dipolar solvation, line
response34–36and the relative insensitivity of the time scal
to the specific nature of the probe molecule may not hold
nonpolar or nondipolar solvation.3,37,38 In other words, the
short-range nature of the interactions implies that the m
lecular properties of the solvent–solute combination pla
more important role in the solvation dynamics of nondipo
systems than in the dipolar case. Finally, an understandin
nondipolar solvation will have important implications for o
understanding of mechanical or collisional friction in chem
cal dynamics.39,40 A few specific examples are the conne
tion between nonpolar solvation and the rates of vibratio
energy relaxation and dephasing discussed by Stratt
co-workers,40–42 and Bagchi and co-workers.43,44
8970021-9606/99/111(19)/8970/10/$15.00
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In our study, the solvation ofN,N, bis-dimethylphenyl
2,4,6,8, perylenetetracarbonyl diamide~PERY! in both non-
dipolar and dipolar solvents is investigated. In contrast to
probes used in many other solvation studies, our probe m
ecule, PERY~Fig. 1!, is both nonionic and nondipolar. Du
to PERY’s D2h symmetry, it lacks a permanent dipole m
ment in both the ground and excited states making the q
drupolar moment the next nonzero electrostatic mome
Semiclassical, molecular orbital calculations show th
PERY’s frontier orbitals lie predominately on the peryle
base skeleton,45 suggesting that the peripheral moieties m
not contribute greatly to the solvation originating from ele
trostatic interactions. PERY is moderately soluble in bo
polar and nondipolar solvents with typical Stokes shift v
ues ranging from;200 cm21 in nondipolar solvents to;600
cm21 in more polar solvents. These small Stokes shifts m
that, in contrast to typical polar solutes in polar solvents,
spectrum is characterized by a well resolved, discrete ‘‘p
gression’’ in high frequency modes, although it should
noted that these often correspond to combination ba
rather than simple progressions in a single mode. This s
pler vibrational structure, in addition to weak solute–solve
coupling, suggests that contributions from vibrational wa
packets are likely to produce strong modulations in nonlin
spectroscopic data such as those observed in 3PEPS
surements. Such large amplitude modulations of the sig
can complicate the extraction of the underlying solvation
havior. However we show that with our data, the beat p
terns provide strong evidence for the existence of particu
time scales during the lifetime of the vibrational wav
packet.

Previously, time resolved florescence Stokes s
~TRFSS!, hole burning, and photon echo measurements h
been used to study nondipolar solvation. Reynoldset al. ob-
served a distinct similarity between polar and nondipolar s
vation dynamics using TRFSS measurements.1 Berg and co-
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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workers performed time-resolved hole burnin
measurements on dimethyl-s-tetrazine dissolved inn-butyl
benzene at low temperatures,29–33and Fayer and co-worker
measured two pulse photon echo decays from diphe
acetylene dissolved in cyclohexane and 2-methyl pentan46

In this study, we measured three pulse stimulated pho
echo peak shift~3PEPS! for PERY in three nondipolar sol
vents: benzene, CCl4 , and CS2; one weakly polar solvent
toluene; and two strongly polar solvents: methanol and
etonitrile, all at room temperature. 3PEPS measurem
have been used successfully to study polar solva
dynamics,6–10,47 polymer glasses over a wide temperatu
range,48–50and protein dynamics.51–53Our study extends this
technique to nondipolar solutions.

The 3PEPS technique is an ideal method of study
nondipolar room temperature systems. Unlike TRFSS m
surements, which are limited to studying systems with stro
coupling ~Stokes shift.500 cm21!, the ability of 3PEPS
measurements to characterize solvation dynamics actu
improves with more weakly coupled systems such as th
studied here~Stokes shift;300 cm21!. In addition, the
3PEPS technique can measure a wide range of dynam
time scales from tens of femtoseconds to hundreds of p
seconds with subpulse~,40 fs! resolution.

II. EXPERIMENT

The details of the three pulse echo peak shift~3PEPS!
measurement have been given elsewhere.10,21,54The 3PEPS
data were collected using a commercial system consistin
a Ti:Sapphire laser~Coherent Mira Seed! pumped with a
large frame Ar1 ion laser ~Coherent INNOVA 400!. The
resulting 76 MHz train of;50 fs pulses, centered at 790 n
are stretched by a grating expander before seeding a re
erative amplifier ~Coherent RegA 9050!. The amplified
pulses are then compressed and with an optical param
amplifier ~Coherent OPA 9450! used to create 530 nm
pulses.55,56 The pulse width was estimated to be near tra
form limited at 42 fs FWHM. Autocorrelations were me
sured with a 0.25 mm thick KDP crystal located at t

FIG. 1. Experimental absorption profile of PERY in benzene~solid line!
along with the laser pulse spectrum~dashed line! and simulated absorption
spectrum~dotted–dashed line!. The simulated absorption spectrum was c
culated with the parameters in Table II.
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sample position. Excitation to the red of the absorption ma
mum ~Fig. 1! helps to minimize possible contributions o
vibrational cooling to the signal.

The experimental setup is similar in design to that us
in previous 3PEPS measurements.10,50,54The parametrically
amplified pulses are separated into three beams with e
pulse energies~5 nJ/pulse!. Two of the three beams follow
variable length paths enabling us to control the timing of
pulse interactions in the sample. All three beams are t
focused near colinearly through a 20 cm singlet quartz l
into a 100 mm quartz flow cell where the sample wa
pumped with a flow rate of 30 ml /min to minimize thermal
effects. We measured echo signals in an inverted trian
geometry at the phase-matching directions;k12k21k3 and
2k11k21k3, wherek1, k2, andk3 are the wave vectors o
the first, second, and third pulses, respectively. The col
tion of the integrated echo signals in both directions allo
us to measure the peak shift to a high precision.10

Both PERY and HPLC quality solvents were purchas
from Aldrich. Prior to experimental use, PERY was di
solved and filtered to remove insoluble impurities. The s
vents were used as received. All measurements were ma
room temperature~20.5 °C60.5 °C!. Sample concentration
were kept low~0.08–0.12 O.D. in a 100mm cell! to reduce
the possibility of aggregation. A linear dependence of
signal on concentration was observed. To reduce poss
solute-solute interactions, we keep the PERY concentra
at a minimum.

III. RESULTS

We measured the 3PEPS signal in six solvents. Three
nondipolar (CS2 , CCl4 , and benzene!, two are polar~aceto-
nitrile and methanol!, and one is weakly polar~toluene!.
These solvents were selected to represent a range of pos
interactions~both solvent–solvent as well as solute-solve!
that may contribute to the experimental 3PEPS signal. Ta
I displays some of the more important characteristics of

TABLE I. Summary of solvent properties.

Solvent ~D! ^Q&a hb r~g/cm3! Gabs
c vabs

c (103) Dvd 2le

CCl4 0 0 0.97 1.5948 543 19.20 207 28
CS2 0 1.18 0.33 1.2632 629 18.79 298 36
Benzene 0 8.35 0.65 0.8765 630 19.03 337 4
Toluene 0.3 7.92 0.59 0.8669 673 19.96 373 3
Acetonitrile 3.5 2.49 0.34 0.7857 673 19.19 364 29
Methanol 1.7 4.13 0.55 0.7914 1160 19.17 513 6

aThe effective axial quadrupoles are used to quantify the magnitude of
quadrupole tensor and were calculated viaab initio methods in Ref. 1.

bViscosities~20 °C! were taken from tabulations in Ref. 76 and are given
units of cP.

cBoth bandwidthG ~FWHM! and center frequenciesvabs were measured
from the first vibronic band of the absorption manifold.

dThe Stokes shift is defined as the difference in energy between the lo
energy maximum in the fluorescence spectra and the highest energy m
mum in the electronic absorption spectra. Dipole and average quadru
moments were taken from Ref. 1. Densities are given at 20 °C and at 1
~Ref. 76!.

eThe Stokes shift values, 2l, are obtained from the simulations results
Table II. The units for the spectral properties and the Stokes shift values
in cm21.
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solvents, including their electrostatic properties~e.g., dipole
and average quadrupole moments! and physical properties.57

The absorption spectrum for PERY in benzene is d
played in Fig. 1 and shows a striking similarity to the spe
trum of the base structural component, perylene.58,59 The
spectra display the well resolved, narrow vibronic bands
pected from the small solvent coupling of PERY system
The small spectral shifts~;700 cm21! of the peaks indicate
a weakly interacting, nonpolar transition. In contrast to
weakly coupled, nondipolar solvents, PERY’s absorpt
spectra in dipolar solvents~Table I! are broader, indicating
an increased solvent coupling. In methanol, the broadenin
large enough~twice as broad as CCl4! to partially obscure
the underlying vibronic structure. In all solvents exce
methanol, PERY’s emission spectrum is a near mirror im
of the absorption profile, suggesting little or no excited-st
intramolecular dynamics or solvent-dependent change
electronic structure. In contrast with the other solvents,
fluorescence spectrum of PERY in methanol demonstrat
marked change in intensity of the vibronic peaks, wh
emission at the second higher energy vibronic peak is
proximately 20% greater than the first peak. The emiss
spectra of PERY in longer chain alcohols are nearly mir
images of the corresponding absorption spectra. Unlike s
other solvation probes,1 PERY is inert to highly reactive sol
vents like CCl4 . The significant breaking of the mirror
image symmetry between the absorption and fluoresce
spectra in methanol suggests that the hydrogen bond inte
tions between the carbonyl groups on PERY and the
droxyl groups on methanol may lead to altered line shap
The altered emission spectrum of PERY in methanol imp
that the Stokes shift shown for methanol in Table I theref
does not accurately represent the energetics of this sys
i.e., the magnitude of the reorganization energy. In simu
ing the 3PEPS signal for methanol, we do not limit the to
reorganization energy to the value suggested by the St
shift. The absorption spectra of the samples were chec
before and after data collection, and the lack of an obse
able change suggests that little or no solute photodegrada
or undesired chemical reactions occurred during the m
surement.

To identify the peak shift, the integrated photon ec
profiles are plotted against the coherence time,t, at fixed
population times,T. Typical integrated echo profiles fo
three population times~0 ps, 1 ps, and 70 ps! for the benzene
solution are shown in Fig. 2. In previous studies of dipo
solutes in polar solvents, the photon echo profiles were
well with Gaussian functions and the 3PEPS decay was c
structed by measuring the span between the fit maxima
contrast, our echo profiles display a distinct asymmetry t
Gaussian functions cannot reproduce at small popula
times (T,50 fs). This asymmetry may arise from the slow
dephasing time scales expected in weakly coupled system60

in contrast to the fast dephasing typically found in po
solute/solvent systems where echo widths are insensitiv
the population period. To account for this asymmetry, we
the short population time profiles to cubic polynomials
described by de Boeijet al.7 Fitting with polynomials instead
of Gaussian functions increases the calculated peak shi
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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as much as 3 fs for population times less than 50 fs
yields equivalent results at longer times.

Fayeret al. measured ultraviolet two-pulse photon ec
~2PE! decays of nonpolar diphenyl acetylene dissolved
cyclohexane and 2-methyl pentane.46 They observed a sig
nificant contribution of nonresonant signal, originating fro
the bulk solvent, superimposed on the resonant signal f
the probe molecules. The nonresonant signals obscured
desired resonant signal; thus, the authors used the nove
proach of investigating the pulse duration dependence of
echo profiles to measure the dephasing time,T2 , of the sys-
tem. In the UV photon echo experiment, the excitation wa
length approached the one photon resonance and was w
two-photon resonance of the solvent and hence the nonr
nant signal was strongly enhanced. We encountered a sim
difficulty. With suitable experimental sensitivity, a nonres
nant, homodyned-detected, transient grating optical Kerr
fect ~TG-OKE! signal originating predominately from so
vent molecules can be observed in thesame phase-matchin
directionas the resonant photon echoes signals. With five
the six solvents studied here, this TG-OKE signal is neg
gible compared to the intensity of photon echo signal. C
versely, for PERY dissolved in CS2, the highly polarizable
solvent molecules contribute significantly to the total o
served signal at population times less than 600 fs. This le
to distortion of the peak shift profiles, giving smaller pe
shifts than would arise from PERY alone. The initial pe
shifts measured in all other weakly coupled nondipolar s
vents are in the 18–20 fs range, while the initial peak sh

FIG. 2. Integrated photon echo profiles for PERY in benzene in the
phase matching directions2k11k21k3 ~filled circles! and k12k21k3
~open circles! are displayed with fits~solid lines! used to calculated peak
shift for fixed population times.~a! T50 fs. ~b! T51 ps.~c! T570 ps. Peak
shift values are 19 fs, 3 fs, and 0.5 fs, respectively. Echo profiles are fit
cubic polynomials~see the text for details! at short times and with Gaussia
functions at longer times.
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observed in CS2 is 12 fs ~even smaller than the initial 14 f
peak shift in the more strongly coupled methanol!. The peak
shift data collected during the period that the TG-OKE sig
contributes appreciably~,600 fs! for CS2 were not simu-
lated. A scheme for identifying and separating the TG-O
signal from the photon echo signal may be possible, but
not attempted in this study.

Figures 3 and 4 show 3PEPS data for PERY in the v
ous solvents. The noticeably strong oscillations arising fr
the 139 cm21 and 278 cm21 modes are very striking an
persist for several picoseconds. In the more strongly coup
systems, methanol and acetonitrile, the magnitude of th
beats appear diminished, but careful investigation shows
their absolute magnitude does not change greatly, only t
relative magnitude with respect to other dynamical solvat
processes that dominate the signal~see Table II!.

In addition to the short time components, the insets
Figs. 3 and 4 clearly illustrate the existence of slow~50–100
ps! long time components. The origin of these time scale
uncertain. One possibility is that these long-time compone
reflect the dynamics associated with solute reorientatio
motion, which we expect to occur on this time scale.61 Ob-
servation of such solute rotational dynamics in 3PEPS s
ies would require the existence of even longer~.100 ps!
solvation time scales. Similar long time components ha
recently been reported in 3PEPS studies of room temp
ture, low viscosity liquids suggesting that long time solvati
components may exist.7,62 The possibility of long-lived trip-
let states contributing to the signals was considered but
jected. Yanget al. showed for a three-level system with
long lived excited state, that even though the measured
tensity of the 3PEPS signals is decreased when compare
a two-level system, the measured peak shift profiles will
nearly identical.63 Other explanations such as intramolecu
solute isomerization or excited state reactions are unlik
because of the highly rigid nature of the PERY molec
~Fig. 1! and its high photostability. Further studies, includi
viscosity and solvent dependence, are planned to probe
nature of these time scales. Fortunately, these long time
namics do not interfere with the characterization of t
shorter time scale dynamics.

In contrast to previous 3PEPS measurements,10,54 we do
not observe an ultrafast~6–10 fs! time scale originating from
the rapid interference of coherently excited high frequen
intramolecular modes. In our study, the longer pulse dura
~42 fs FWHM! and the resolved spectrum allows reasona
selectivity in excitation. To resolve these fast intramolecu
dynamics, shorter pulse would be needed. Aside from
lack of this ultrafast component, all the solvents show ti
scales similar to those observed in previous room temp
ture polar and nondipolar studies.8,10,20,64,65In all the sol-
vents, we find a sub-200 fs, ultrafast component accoun
for ;40%–60% of the solvent relaxation. Similar time sca
have been observed in previous 3PEPS experiments on
systems.6–10,47The agreement of the experimental data w
the simulated 3PEPS signals varies from solvent to solv
and is noticeably poorer in the strongly polar solven
methanol and acetonitrile, where the initial peak shift valu
are significantly overestimated. In CCl4 ~Fig. 3! and benzene
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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~Fig. 4! our simulations agree with the experimental data
short times~even to 25 fs for benzene!. We have observed
this failure at short times before with polar solutes in po
solvents where the spectra are unresolved. In systems w
we were able to study a large temperature range, the ag
ment at short population times has always been improve

FIG. 3. Comparison of the experimental 3PEPS profiles~filled circles! and
of best fit simulations~solid line! of PERY in four of the six studied sol-
vents. The same comparison is displayed on a log scales in the in
Simulations include a 42 fs pulse duration. Note that the panels do not s
the same peak shift axis.
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low temperatures.48,50This suggests that we are not includin
a solvent dependent or thermal contribution to the line bro
ening correctly, for example, solvent-mediated intramole
lar vibrational redistribution~IVR! or anharmonic spectra
density effects. Future studies, including temperature dep

FIG. 4. ~Upper panel! 3PEPS profile of PERY in benzene~filled circles!
displayed with simulation~solid line! using parameters in Table II. The inse
shows the same comparison extended to 250 ps on a log scale, and c
shows the existence of a long time relaxation component.~lower panel!
Same comparison of PERY in acetonitrile and simulation~Table II! with a
similar inset. Simulations include a pulse duration of 42 fs FWHM.
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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dent and spectrally resolved 3PEPS experiments, are pla
to investigate the processes that contribute to the sub-10
relaxation in the peak shift curves.

All the solvents, with the exception of methanol an
CS2, also show relaxation behavior on two slower tim
scales ~;6506200 fs and ;2.560.5 ps! with solvent-
dependent amplitudes. CS2, commonly considered an
anomaly in many comparative studies, relaxes within the fi
few picoseconds, while methanol lacks the subpicosec
time scale and decays on a longer time scale. We ass
these relaxation time scales to be diffusional in nature
model them as exponential decays.

It might be assumed that the strong vibrational be
would compromise our ability to extract intermediate tim
scales; this is partially true. However, the presence of
persistent, large amplitude quantum beats enables us to
confirm the;650 fs components in our data and character
some of the initial relaxation decays. In the absence of ot
dynamical processes, a quantum beat will oscillate sy
metrically about the time axis, and the characteristic dam
ing time for the beat can be observed on both the max
and minima sides of the oscillation. In all of the solven
except methanol, the decay of the beat is noticeable only
the maxima side with the minima side being almost fl
~Figs. 3 and 4!, indicating the presence of an underlying tim
scale with a decay comparable to the damping time of
beat. In contrast with other solvents, the initial beat patte
in the 3PEPS profiles of acetonitrile and benzene dem
strate that their initial relaxation occurs more slowly than t
other solvents. In these solvents, the first minimum is noti
ably higher than the second, indicating that the initial solv
relaxation is occurring during this time scale.

In room temperature liquids, where a clear separation
solvent time scales may not exist, peak shift measurem

arly
r

imes
ling in
TABLE II. 3PEPS simulation results.

Intramolecular
contributionsa

Intermolecular
contributions

Solvent
139 cm21

vib.
278 cm21

vib.
Solvent

Gaussian
Solvent

decay #1
Solvent

decay #2

Long time
component
Relaxation

decay

CCl4 l 45 cm21 15 cm21 45 cm21 20 cm21 10 cm21 8 cm21

t 860 fs 712 fs 80 fs 500 fs 2.0 ps 60 ps
CS2 l 27 cm21 9 cm21 70 cm21b 70 cm21

¯ 5 cm21

t 1100 fs 1100 fs ¯ 850 fs ¯ 200 ps
benzene l 45 cm21 15 cm21 50 cm21 30 cm21 60 cm21 10 cm21

t 820 fs 712 fs 150 fs 650 fs 2.2 ps 120 ps
toluene l 45 cm21 15 cm21 40 cm21 26 cm21 30 cm21 14 cm21

t 820 fs 712 fs 80 fs 650 fs 3.0 ps 120 ps
acetonitrile l 30 cm21 10 cm21 80 cm21 13 cm21 7.5 cm21 6.5 cm21

t 800 fs 750 fs 130 fs 500 fs 2.5 ps 50 ps
methanol l 28 cm21 9.5 cm21 150 cm21

¯ 70 cm21 90 cm21

t 820 fs 712 fs 60 fs ¯ 1.8 ps 80 ps

aIntramolecular vibrational contributions to the transition frequency correlation function,M (t), were modeled
asl i exp(t/ti)cos(vt1fi) with a finite phase,f i , of 0.15 rad for the 139 cm21 vibration and a zero phase fo
the 278 cm21 vibration.

bThe nonresonant signal from the CS2 contributes significantly to observed resonant photon echo signal at t
prior to ;600 fs. Although shorter time scales cannot be resolved, the magnitude of the dynamical coup
this solvent can be determined with confidence.
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enable us to characterize the solvation time scales via
energy gap correlation function,M (t), which represents, in
the time domain, the fluctuations that modulate the ene
gap of the probe molecule and lead to solvent relaxation.66 In
the high temperature limit,M (t) is proportional to the sol-
vation energy relaxation function,S(t), that is directly mea-
sured in TRFSS and hole burning measurements. E
though the peak shift decay curves are correlated withM (t),
they do not directly measureM (t).21 Hence the direct inter-
pretation of the 3PEPS data as theM (t) will lead to errone-
ous conclusions. To extract the solvation solvation ti
scales in our data, we simulated both the measured 3P
data and absorption spectra. Simulation of the 3PEPS
requires the construction of a modelM (t) to represent the
observed dynamics. We model theM (t) relaxation function
with the form,

M ~ t !5lg expb2~ t/tg!2c1(
i

lsol,i exp@2~ t/tsol,i !#

1(
i 51

2

lvib,i exp@2~ t/tvib,i !#cos@vvib,i t1fvib,i #

1l long,i exp@2~ t/t long,i !#. ~1!

TheM (t) functions can be separated into two component
solute contribution and a solvation contribution. The solv
tion contribution is represented by the first two terms in E
~1!, which includes a subhundred femtosecond ultrafast
laxation component that is commonly interpreted as iner
in origin20 and we model as a Gaussian function with tim
constant,tg . Longer time solvation components, arisin
from diffusional or structural relaxation of the solvent, a
modeled with exponential decays with corresponding ti
constants,tsol. Solute intramolecular vibrational dynamic
are represented with the summation in Eq.~1!. Intramolecu-
lar vibrational wave packet motions, observed as quan
beats in our data, are modeled with damped cosines
nonzero phases. The weakly damped, large amplitude vi
tions in the data clearly indicate the presence of a nonz
phase for the 139 cm21 oscillation. Brownian oscillators
commonly used to represent intramolecular vibrations in
namical studies,6 cannot model the quantum beats due
their inability to include phase information. The long tim
relaxation components of uncertain origin, were modeled
exponential decays with;100 ps time constants,t long. This
separation ofM (t) into solute and solvent components is n
rigorous and is suspect in some cases~e.g., when intramo-
lecular dynamics occur within the probe!. Here, the separa
tion is used only to help identify the primary nature of rela
ation components.

We simulated our data as a two-level system coupled
a solvent bath of harmonic oscillators. The details of th
simulations are published elsewhere,10 but to capture the es
sence of the process we briefly describe it here. The sim
tion of the 3PEPS profiles requires the integration of a c
culated response function~in our case calculated from th
spin-boson model!66 over all three pulse durations. The r
sulting bare echo signals are then integrated to generate
integrated echo profiles measured in the laboratory~Fig. 2!.
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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The peak shift is then obtained by measuring the maxim
of the integrated echo profiles as a function of populat
time, T. At short times, where the pulses overlap~free-
induction decay like! nonrephasing signals add to the repha
ing signals, and further complicate the peak shift calcu
tions. This complex procedure means that the final simula
3PEPS profiles are not simple convolutions of underly
M (t) functions with the pulse duration. As Figs. 1, 3, and
demonstrate, with the exception of the first 50 fs, we ha
successfully modeled both the 3PEPS signals and the abs
tion spectra of the studied systems.

Despite the disagreement between simulations and
perimental data at very early times~,50 fs!, we feel that the
parameters of our simulations~Table II! accurately represen
the time scales and relative magnitudes of the dynamics
served in our data. Even though some of the simulated t
scales are similar to the region of poor fitting, the high p
cision and fine resolution of our data in conjunction with t
analysis of the beat patterns~see Discussion! allow us to
characterize both sub-200 fs and picosecond relaxation
scales with relatively small uncertainty. Possible origins
short time fits are discussed in the next section.

The modeling of the 3PEPS data should also gene
the Stokes shift. The Stokes shift for a specific system
determined by 2l tot , wherel tot is the sum of the reorgani
zation energies of the components for respective solvent
illustrated in Table I, the Stokes shifts obtained from sim
lations for many of the solvents, are quite similar to t
values we obtain from experiment. Unfortunately, the co
parison is not perfect in all solvents. One explanation for
observed discrepancies, is the underestimation the contr
tions of intramolecular modes~overdamped and nonimpul
sively excited modes! that do not produce clearly resolve
quantum beats. Ignoring such contributions to the peak s
necessitates an increased coupling of the intermolec
modes ~solvent modes! to obtain agreement between th
simulations and data. Additionally, as Table II demonstrat
the long time~.50 ps! relaxation component which is o
uncertain origin, can contribute significantly to the total r
organization energy in certain solvents~e.g., methanol!. This
complicates the comparison between the Stokes shift va
obtained via simulation and the measured values. In a pr
ous peak shift study, Wiersma and co-workers7 introduced
long time components~;2 ns! into their simulations in such
a way that they do not contribute to the observed Stokes s
values. As already noted, further experiments are require
clarify the origin of these long time components.

IV. DISCUSSION

The primary difficulty in comparing nonpolar or nond
polar solvation dynamics to theoretical models is the pr
lem of obtaining the appropriate solvent time scales. In
case of polar systems, dielectric relaxation measurements
be used to predict solvation time scales, but since nondip
systems exhibit weak macroscopic electrostatic response
different approach is required for these solvents. Berg,29,67

Bagchi, and co-workers,43,44 and Skinner and co-
workers68–70 have proposed theoretical models for stric
nonpolar dynamics. All three models appear somewhat
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tinct in their physical content, although they predict simi
solvent dynamics. Both Bagchi and co-workers and Skin
and co-workers calculate the dynamics from the syste
molecular properties and thus inherently include molecu
level effects. In contrast, Berg treats the solvent as a
coelastic~VE! continuum and calculates the nonpolar solve
response,R(t), with frequency-dependent shear and longi
dinal moduli.

As yet, we do not have analytical theories for the no
dipolar solvation of a quadrupole, nor do we know the qu
rupole moment of PERY~though this is certainly calculable!.
Thus, for an initial investigation of the time scales obtain
in this work we have used the VE theory of Berg.67 We use
this theory as a method of calculating the expected t
scales without presupposing that the mechanism of solva
behind the dynamics is purely that assumed by Berg. La
we discuss the comparison of our data with molecular
namics studies that give a microscopic description to non
polar solvation.

A. Viscoelastic model

We begin by briefly outlining the viscoelastic model d
veloped by Berg.67 As noted above, the relevant dynamic
response,R(t), is characterized by the time-dependent sh
and compression moduli,G(t) and K(t), respectively. The
model is insensitive to whether the cavity bounded by
solute–solvent interface expands or contracts, but is q
sensitive to the coupling.Ks , of the solvent to the change i
the cavity size. Once the appropriate viscoelastic equat
of motion are solved, subject to initial and final bounda
conditions, two time scales emerge; a fast coherent resp
associated with the time scales for acoustic longitudinal
transverse waves to traverse the dimensions of the solute
slower time scale that can be connected to the structura
laxation of the solvent.

Berg’s VE response can be approximated as a sum o
phonon and the structural responses

R~ t !'~12 f !Rph~ t !1 f Rst~ t !, ~2!

wheref is the relative contribution of the structural respon
to the total response and is sensitive to the infinite freque
shear modulus,G` , and the coupling parameter,Ks , which
describes the resistance of the solvent to the cavity chan

WhenKs is small, the phonon response can be expres
as a critically damped sinusoid with a corresponding ti
scale,tph that is sensitive to the instantaneous values of
moduli and not to their full relaxation profiles. Since ma
solvents have similar high frequency values for their m
chanical moduli, the fast dynamics of different solvents
predicted to have similar responses. Additionally,tph is pro-
portional to the solute radius, hence the VE model pred
slower dynamics from larger probe molecules. As we w
show, this property introduces difficulty in applying the V
model to analyze solvation data measured with large pr
molecules such as in our case.

Unlike the phonon response, the structural respons
sensitive to the full relaxation profiles of the moduli. A com
mon model used to describe the viscous relaxation of
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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moduli is the Maxwell model.71 Within the Maxwell model,
the shear modulus relaxes as simple exponential decay

G~ t !5G`e2t/ts, ~3!

where the structural decay time,ts , is proportional to the
solvent viscosity,ts5h/G` . The resulting VE structural re
sponse is also an exponential decay that decays on a slig
longer time scale. Other representative functions have b
proposed to model the VE relaxation dynamics,29,71 but the
Maxwell model is the simplest to implement and we used
to analyze our data. The viscoelastic propertics of liquids
be measured with both ultrasound techniques and Brillo
scattering.71

The separation of the structural and phonon respon
discussed above is an approximation meant to illustrate
physical content of the VE model. In our numerical calcu
tions, we use the exact formulas developed by Berg to sim
late the model response functions for comparison with
experimental results.67 Before beginning our comparison w
should note one serious difficulty. The VE model is based
the solvation of a spherical probe molecule, whereas PE
is highly anisotropic with semi axes of approximately 10
Å, 6 Å, and 1.5 Å. Thus, direct comparison may be inapp
priate. An immediate difficulty arises when calculating t
ultrafast phonon response. The VE model predicts that
time scale of this response,tph, scales linearly with the sol-
ute radius.67 Unfortunately, PERY’s highly anisotropic na
ture makes identification of the solute radius uncertain. If
estimate an effective radius for PERY to be in the range
r c;4 – 6 Å ~average radius from the total molecular vo
ume!, then the predicted ultrafast phonon response occur
the experimental time scale.

The VE model predicts a pronounced dip in the respo
within the first 200–400 fs depending on the solute radi
This recurrence, interpreted as a coherent backreaction o
solvent as induced phonons propagate away from the ch
ing cavity, is a prominent characteristic in the VE mod
Our data, even in CCl4 , which is the solvent most likely to
display pure nonpolar solvation, lack any discernible rec
rences~other than the strong vibrational wave packet mod
lation!. However, this lack of observation does not invalida
the VE theory, since the region that the recurrence is p
dicted to occur is masked by PERY’s strong quantum be
A similar recurrence was observed in a previous 3PE
study on room temperature PMMA glass, where a critica
damped, sub-100 fs oscillation was noticed during the fi
200 fs.50

In the VE model, the physical picture is thatR(t) repre-
sents a mechanical response to a size or shape change
solute following an electronic excitation. This predicted r
sponse assumes that the solvent–solute interaction force
radial as would be expected of nonpolar interactions~e.g.,
short range repulsive and long range dispersive interactio!.
This type of response can be considered nonelectrostatic
hence the VE model describes an ideal nonpolar respons
the solvent. Even so, we would like to emphasize that tho
higher order electrostatic interaction forces~quadrupolar–
quadrupolar, quadrupolar-induced dipolar! can be approxi-
mated as radial forces, Ladanyi and Stratt72 observed, via
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instantaneous normal mode~INM ! analysis, subtle effects o
the relaxation mechanisms in nondipolar systems. These
thors observed different, specific solvation mechanisms~re-
laxation via translational or librational motions! and time
scales based principally on the symmetry of the interacti
~e.g., a radial Lennard-Jones potential vs an anisotro
quadrupolar–quadrupolar interaction!. It is quite plausible
that in nondipolar systems, where non-negligible higher
der electrostatic moments exist, the nonpolar response
dicted in the VE model may be masked by the strong
higher order electrostatic responses of the solvent.

Since the experimental values for the moduli were
found in the literature, we performed a multiparameter fit
the VE model~Table II! to the simulatedM (t) functions.29

The results of those fits are tabulated in Table III and
comparison of the predicted VE responses and theM (t)
functions for benzene and acetonitrile is illustrated in Fig.
A similar level of agreement was obtained for the other s
vents. As Fig. 5 demonstrates, the VE model, with four

FIG. 5. Comparison of the best fit between the VE responses for ben
~upper panel! and acetonitrile~lower panel!. Parameters used are given
Table III. Inset shows the same curves plotted on a log abscissa. Bot
solute vibrational and long time component contributions to the experim
tal data were removed for this comparison.

TABLE III. Summary of parameters obtained in viscoelastic calculationa

Solvent G`(31010) K`(31010) K5(31010) Radius~Å!

CCl4 1.5 4.1 2.5 5.9
CS2 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Benzene 0.95 3.5 0.9 5.8
Toluene 0.74 5.3 6.8 3.0
Acetonitrile 0.78 4.7 2.0 5.3
Methanol 0.64 1.1 1.4 2.9

aResults of the unconstrained fit of the VE response to the simulatedM (t)
functions presented in Table II. The VE moduli and coupling parameter
in units of dyn/cm2. All parameters were allowed to float during fit.
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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bitrary floating parameters (G` , K` , Ks , radius!, is capable
of describing the full relaxation profiles of the solvents~in-
cluding the polar solvents where the model is assumed
applicable!. The values of the parameters used to model
VE response are not unreasonable for such room tempera
solvents.71 The radii found in Table III suggest that the e
fective radius of PERY to be;5.5 Å. Even though fixing the
radius to 5.5 Å and floating the other VE parameters lead
poorer fits for methanol and toluene, the resulting moduli
not greatly differ, suggesting that the VE model may be le
sensitive to the radius than initially expected.

Berg applied a multicomponent variant of the VE mod
to describe the solvation dynamics of a hydrated electro73

In this work, Berg extended the VE theory to account f
arbitrary final cavity shapes, although still maintaining t
spherical requirement for the initial cavity. Given the qual
of the unconstrained fits in Fig. 5 and our lack of indepe
dent knowledge of the required parameters, such an ex
sion does not seem justified in the present case.

B. Other nonpolar solvation investigations

Bagchi and co-workers have used mode coupling the
~MCT! and density functional theory to separate the ultraf
binary component of the interaction from the slow collecti
contribution, the latter being coupled to the solvent dens
fluctuations.43 In their model, they identified an ultrafas
component originating from binary collisions that exhibits
ultrafast Gaussian relaxation profile with a time constant
;100 fs and accounts for;40%–60% of the total relaxation
in studied non-polar systems.10 These values are in agree
ment with the theoretical analysis of non-polar electro
transition line shapes.68–70 In an extension of this theory
Sethia and Bagchi73 formulated a model to describe the so
vation relaxation, arising from the electrostatic interactio
of quadrupole and dipole solutes in a dipolar solvent. Th
observed that the dipolar solvation occurs more slowly th
the quadrupolar solvation and attributed the difference to
coupling of the solute to different length scales of the s
vent. Hence, nondipolar solvation processes probe diffe
spatial mechanisms than dipolar solvation and should as
in characterizing the total spatial and temporal depend
solvation response of a liquid.

Skinner and co-workers derived analytical expressio
for the solvation correlation functions and absorption profi
of nonpolar chromophores dissolved in nonpolar Lenna
Jones fluids.68 Their theory includes explicit microscopi
considerations such as specific solute–solvent interact
and the solvent structure surrounding the solute. The res
of their theory compare favorably with nonpola
simulations,69,70 and display both short- and long-time b
havior that is in qualitative agreement with dynamics o
served in our study. Additionally, the predicted temperat
dependence of both the solvation correlation function a
absorption profile captures many of the features previou
observed experimentally by Berg and co-workers.29–33

Maroncelli and co-workers have experimentally inves
gated the nondipolar solvation of a dipolar probe molecu1

and showed that for a dipolar solute in polar solvents,
Stokes shift arises predominately from electrostatic inter
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 This ar
tions between the permanent charge distributions of the
ute and solvent. Ladanyi and Maroncelli17 explored this
point further in molecular dynamics simulations and show
that the relative importance of translational motion of solv
molecules increased as the multipolar order of the solute
turbation is increased in both polar~acetonitrile! and nondi-
polar (CO2) solvents. These authors investigated the coll
tivity of the solvation response and found that the solvat
in the polar solvent acetonitrile appears more collective
nature, whereas the solvation dynamics in nondipolar car
dioxide appear to arise from single molecule motions.

Ladanyi and Stratt72 using INM analysis made a simila
point. Their study illustrates that the mechanisms of nonpo
or nondipolar solvation may not depend greatly on the ra
of the solute–solvent interactions, but rather on the sym
try of the interactions. This suggests that similar mechanis
exist for nonpolar, polar, and nondipolar solvation, but th
the role~i.e., magnitude and time scale! of the mechanisms
may differ depending on the quickest relaxation route
equilibrium. Kalbfleisch and Zeigler studied the solvati
dynamics of CH3I in Ar with INM, and found a similar time
scale and magnitude dependence of the solvent dynamic
the shape of the solute–solvent difference potential betw
the solute excited and ground states. They found that sys
with longer range difference potentials relax more slow
than systems with shorter ranged interactions, sugges
that short range nature of the interactions found in nondi
lar systems would manifest themselves in faster dynam
time scales. We did not observe this effect in our stu
where similar relaxation time scales in both polar and n
dipolar solvents were observed~Table II!.

The variations in dipole and quadrupole moments of
chosen solvents shown in Table I suggest that the prim
mechanisms of solvation may not be identical in all the s
vents. Yet, as the experimental results in Table II dem
strate, the solvation time scales do not change significa
from solvent to solvent. This may imply that either the sa
mechanisms are at work in all the solvents~whether polar or
nondipolar!, or more likely, that different mechanisms exi
in the different solvents, and they exhibit similar time scal
Despite the similarities in the data, some differences are
ticeable. The;2 ps component found in most solvents~ex-
cept CS2! does not appear to be directly correlated with t
viscosity of the solvent@e.g., acetonitrile with viscosity o
0.35 cP has a relaxation time comparable to CCl4 ~h50.97
cP!#. Comparing the data in Table I with the 3PEPS data
Table II, the amplitude of the Gaussian component is sign
cantly larger in the nonpolar solvents with a quadrupo
moment ~benzene, toluene! than in CCl4 , which lacks a
quadrupole moment. Since PERY is expected to have a
able quadrupole moment, quadrupole–quadrupole
quadrupole–dipole~for acetonitrile and methanol! may be
the dominant interactions in all solvents except in CC4,
where the quadrupole–octupole interaction would be
dominant electrostatic interaction.

In addition to electrostatic considerations in nondipo
solvation, it may be important to consider the influence
PERY’s high polarizability arising from its extended conj
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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gation. Kim and co-workers have recently performed m
lecular dynamics simulations with polarizable polar solu
dissolved in polar solvents and have shown that the dip
induced dipole interactions can indeed slow the integra
echo intensity decay in 2PE measurements.74,75 This effect
may not be noticeable in 3PEPS experiments measured
pulses longer than the dephasing time, where the pulses w
out the specific details of the echo decay. However, s
polarizability effects may contribute to the nondipol
3PEPS signals observed here, specifically at short popula
times (T,50 fs), where the integrated echo profiles~Fig. 2!
exhibit some asymmetry. Both possible polarizability effe
and contributions arising from the weakly coupled intera
tions are accounted for in the polynomial fitting of the int
grated echo profiles. The characterization of the complex
terplay between the weak interactions~including higher
order permanent electrostatic and induced electrostatic in
actions! that may appreciably contribute to solvation dyna
ics in nondipolar systems poses a difficult problem and
quires further investigation, both experimentally a
theoretically. For example, comparison of the viscoelas
model with the models described above will require quan
tative modeling of the energetics associated with the vari
interactions.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The 3PEPS technique has allowed accurate extractio
the time scales of nondipolar solvation of a nondipolar sol
in a range of solvents at room temperature. With the exc
tion of CS2, similar time scales are observed regardless
whether the solvent is polar, weakly polar, or nonpolar.
this regard, our results are in qualitative accord w
theory,67 instantaneous normal mode analysis,72 and simula-
tion studies.17 It is clear that nondipolar solvation of a non
dipolar solute can proceed extremely rapidly with simi
time scales to those of the dipolar solvation of a polar solu

In order to quantitatively interpret our data and provide
microscopic description of the solvation mechanisms in s
tems such as those studied here, much remains to be d
Ab initio calculations of the ground and excited state cha
distributions and, if possible geometries of the PERY m
ecule would allow reliable estimates of the contribution
nonpolar and multipolar solvation contributions. In this r
gard, a comparison with Reynolds and co-workers’ data1 for
a dipolar solute~coumarin 153! in two of the solvents stud-
ied here~benzene and toluene! is of interest. In both sol-
vents, they find three relaxation components with the fi
two being qualitatively similar in time scales and amplitu
to those we found for solvation of the nondipolar PER
solute. However, we do not find the small amplitude, slow
~15–20 ps! components they reported.

Berg’s viscoelastic continuum model can capture
qualitative properties of both nonpolar and polar solvatio
Absolute agreement of the model with our experimental d
is lacking due to the inaccessibility of necessary input
rameters. Further experimental studies are required to c
firm the VE model as a predictive model of nonpolar solv
tion. Further solvation studies with different solute
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collected over wide temperature ranges are required
clarify the dynamics of weak solute–solvent interactions
liquids.
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